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It is with great sorrow to have to pass this information along but it unfortunately will come as no 

surprise, Heartland 200 that was rescheduled for Feb 10-11 has been cancelled.

We have been working with the Park Rapids community and Heartland 200 race committee for 

almost a year on this event, the logistics it takes to plan both a 100+ mile terrain race AND a 

lake race as a backup takes a lot of hard work and dedication. As a group we had to make the 

tough call after the Christmas storms to switch to being a lake race for this season and then as 

we worked on those logistics mother nature again did not get the message and record warm 

temperatures just did not work in our favor.

Things were progressing last week and report on Friday showed we would be good to go as 

long as we could make it through the warm spell. Today when the group went to Fish Hook 

Lake they were surprised to see that we lost the ice at the access and now would be unable to 

get any equipment or people out on the ice safely for the event.

As an organization we have to put safety as number one priority for our racers, crew, 

volunteers, EMS / Law enforcement, and fans. 

The Heartland 200 group wants to express to everyone that we all did everything we could to 

pull the event off safely, as much as it disappoints us we have to make a decision to be the 

best stewards of our community and cancel the event for this year.

With that the committee has committed to the 2025 season not to just bring the series back for 

the Heartland 200 but as it always is first and foremost a TERRAIN race! The Heartland 200 

will return January 25-26, 2025 as a terrain race which has for a number of season been voted 

Venue of the Year. The lake race is Plan B and will only be a backup option if snow conditions 

don’t allow.

Please contact your lodging for Park Rapids just to confirm canceling your reservations.

All race entries will be carried over to the next event, if you would like to cancel your 

registration and receive a refund in full please email Todd at Todd@CorPowerSports.com and 

we will process that immediately.

We appreciate everyone’s support as we work through these logistics for the race schedule, we 

are working closely with Walker, Naytahwaush, and Ironwood for their events.
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